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There are two visions of America, both of which were clearly
displayed last month.
Vision 1: America is and should be predominantly white, straight and
Christian. People who subscribe to this vision believe that this group
is superior—both intellectually and morally, and therefore deserve
greater rights than those outside their group. The “others” should
not even live here, since their inferiority hurts the real Americans;
they are our enemies. Therefore, the others that are here should be
subservient to their white masters.
Moreover, the numbers of people in this group are increasing, and so
the time is coming soon when they will take charge of this country
and assume their rightful place.

Check out our
WEBSITE!
www.bethamshalom.org

While we have not fully lived up to our nation’s ideals, we are moving
closer in each generation. Moreover, our role as U.S. citizens is to
bring our present reality even closer to the ideal.
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We saw these two visions of America brought to life last month in
actual events; thus, these events reveal America’s two opposite but
existing realities.
We witnessed the first reality when insurrectionists attacked our
Capital on January 6th. We saw the second reality in the diverse
kinds of people now leading our national government.
In the first reality, those who tried to stop Congress from counting
the state-certified Electoral College results were, according to the
New York Times, “An ideological jumble of hate groups and far-right
agitators — the Proud Boys, Oath Keepers, the Boogaloo movement
and neo-Nazis among them” (1/16/’21.) Multiple reports also
identified white supremacists and white nationalists, paramilitary
groups and militias and followers of Q-Anon (who subscribe to a
bizarre conspiracy in which a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophiles—
consisting mostly of Hollywood celebrities, liberal politicians and
"deep-state" government officials—are running a secret child sextrafficking ring.)
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WORSHIP SERVICES

We are collecting food for
the pantry at
Jesus is Lord Fellowship
in Lakewood
Please use the bins
in the foyer

EVENTS THIS MONTH

Friday, February 5
7:00PM Erev Shabbat Service

Thursday, February 25
7:00PM Erev Purim, Megillah
Reading

Cantor is here!
Shabbat Yitro
Friday, February 12
7:00PM Erev Shabbat Service

Friday, February 26
7:00PM Erev Shabbat Service
W/ Anniversaries
Shabbat Tetzaveh

Shabbat Shekalim
Friday, February 19
7:00PM Erev Shabbat Service
Shabbat Terumah

WHAT OUR TEACHER’S ARE TEACHING
Mrs. Gaona Tuesday Grades 6 and 7 BAS Religious school
Well, it’s been quite a year my classes. For those of you who do not have children in the Religious
school, grade 6 and 7 are the 11-13 year old students.
Grade 6 curriculum is The History of Jews in America
Grade 7 curriculum is The Holocaust from the Jewish perspective
We have been live in class in the temple and virtual on our computers. The students have been
together in class, so they have a good connection with each other whether we are live or virtual, that’s
a pretty cool thing to this teacher.
We are now in the project portion of our class. Grade 6 and 7 both did Chanukah diary projects. Since
2020 was such a ‘different’ year, these are projects they will have to share with their friends, family
and future family. They DID share them with their classes. Everyone saw that their Chanukah time
WAS different, but some things remained the same. Many were excited to be allowed to light their
menorah and I joked with them that I was proud no one burned down their house!

The next project is different for each class. The kids were very excited about doing these.
Grade 6 project is on a Famous Jew in History. We have discussed many. From Ernestine
Rose to Levi Strauss, they also picked the one they wanted to do their project on. Grade 7
project is a bit more intense. They are doing a report on a person who is Righteous Among
the Nations. They have a website to use to guide them appropriately. Both of these reports to
their classes so they will learn from each other.

What great kids they are!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
We are at a very important time in our world right now. The rescue, the
vaccine, is here, but it is not quite here. We can see it, we hear lots of talk
about it, we even have gotten it ourselves or know people who have gotten
it. But it is still not quiet here. I likened this time as something referenced in
the movie Jaws. While Quint, Brody, and Hooper are on the boat, Quint tells
the story about how he survived after being on the USS Indianapolis. He
mentioned the scariest time was when the rescue ships were there and they
had to wait their turn to be pulled in. The fear of the sharks attacking while
safety was in sight was tremendous. I feel like this is where we are right
now. We just have to stay diligent, perhaps even more diligent as numbers
rise and we see safety on the horizon.
So, what do we do while we wait?
LETS GET ZOOMING!
I know, we all may be getting a little tired of zoom. We all are ‘so done’ with
this social distancing and staying home. While we wait, let me hear your
ideas on zoom activities. The women of BAS already has the book club up
and running on zoom. (Call the office if you want more info on that)
What else can we do?
-Who can demonstrate an art project?

Adults and/or children

-Who can help us cook or bake together? Cake/cookie decorating!
-Who wants to lead a wine or beer tasting? Or a chocolate tasting?
-What else can we do together virtually??
It is not social distancing. It is physical distancing. We can still be social!!

Melanie
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Rabbi’s Message Cont.
The growing numbers of followers in these groups work actively to realize that first vision of
America. What do they have in common? They hate and desire to rid the U.S.A. of people of
Color, Jews, immigrants and LGBTQ people. Certainly, members of these hate groups were
joined by a broad cross section of the public on January 6th that included homemakers, doctors,
real estate agents, business owners, lawyers, teachers, students and members or former
members of law enforcement the military.
Since these “uninitiated” joined with the hate groups in believing the big lie (that the election
was stolen) and in the Capital riot, many of them might join one of these groups. Indeed many
of the groups’ leaders see January 6th as a fantastic recruitment tool.
But that is only one vision and one reality. The second (which sees America’s greatness in its
diversity) came to life in the very people now occupying leadership positions in our national
government. They include many firsts: Kamala Harris, the first female, Asian and person of
color sworn in by the first Latina Supreme Court Justice, the first Black Senator and the first
Jewish Senator elected to represent Georgia, the first Black Secretary of Defense and the first
female Treasury Secretary are just some of the firsts chosen by President Biden for top
positions. Other firsts will include more women, if confirmed.
Can we reconcile these two warring visions and realities? We cannot. They are polar opposites,
not legitimate but competing debates over spending priorities and the proper role of
government in our lives. So, are these two Americas doomed forever to be at war with each
other?
The truth is, these two realities have been coexisting uncomfortably since our nation’s founding
and even before. Moreover, I believe these warring realities persist, because we have never
confronted our legacy of slavery or our treatment of indigenous peoples. Hence, the many
problems we experience today (such as equal opportunity in education, housing, healthcare,
employment and our unequal system of justice for whites and people of color) are merely
symptoms of this larger disease—the results of our refusal to face our history of subjugation of
blacks and others.
Thus, we continue to struggle with two very conflicting realities:
Racism deeply embedded in so many of society’s institutions while at the same time, more and
more people with diverse backgrounds have achieved in many endeavors with some elevated to
the highest positions of power. Picture two equally matched teams in a tug-of-war, and you
have an excellent image of America today. Sometimes one team is winning, and at other times,
the second team is gaining ground, and the two sides just keep pulling and struggling.
Which side will prevail? I cannot predict nor are there guarantees, and while there may not be
reason for optimism, we must never give up hope or the struggle to realize the open, diverse
and beautiful vision and reality for America. As a student of general and Jewish history, I
observe that our people have enjoyed the greatest security, freedom and material success living
under democratic governments. While living under authoritarian governments, in contrast, we
have suffered from all manner of persecutions—from laws limiting our freedoms, to exile, to
wholesale violence and genocide.

I want us to live, believe and practice our Judaism freely and fully as Jews and citizens;
there must be no daylight between our two identities. We must never feel the need to
subjugate one identity for the other. Then we want to leave this world, bequeathing a
better America that lives up to its promises of liberty and freedom for all to our children
and grandchildren.
Rabbi Jonah Dov Pesner (Director of the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism) writes
in his statement on behalf of the entire Reform Movement:
… in light of the recent seditious attack by white supremacists on our Capitol,
and the rising threat of violent antisemitism, racism, and other forms of
bigotry, the Biden-Harris administration will need to act with courage, speed,
and vision to begin to heal the nation.
I agree with Rabbi Pesner, but it cannot just be a handful of people in one administration
doing the hard work. We must all be involved in what President Biden called this “battle
for America’s soul.”
We draw wisdom from our history. We know where it leads when people insist that they
are members of a superior race. We know where it leads when demagogues preach hatred
and appeal to people’s worst natures. We know where it leads when the followers show
unwavering support, almost to the point of worshiping these leaders, believing in their
infallibility and their lies.
We draw inspiration and instruction from our Torah. In Exodus, we learn how Moshe and
Aharon stand up to a tyrant who ruled out of hatred and fear of the other and who tried to
destroy our people by killing our children. This is the Pharaoh whom Torah describes as
“hardening his heart” even when showing a modicum of humanity would have improved his
own circumstances and those of the Egyptians. He would not relent or admit defeat. He
would not let go of his slaves, because he could not let go of his hatred and fear. So he
kept hardening his heart.
In his inauguration speech, President Biden asked us to
“…open our souls instead of hardening our hearts.” That must be our mission. If we will
work for our vision of America, if we will fight for its soul, then we must strive to open
people’s souls to our vision. Like Moshe and Aharon, we will not open the souls of many of
the Proud Boys and Oath Keepers, but we can and must win the souls of more and more
Americans who have not chosen a vision and who are sitting on the fence. May they join
us in seeing and living a vision of America that sees in all kinds of Americans, a beautiful
mosaic of one united people sitting under our vines and fig trees with none to make us
afraid (Micah 4:4, 1 Kings 4:25, Zechariah 3:10.)
May God bless you and keep you,
Rabbi Steve
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TZEDAKAH
Harold Kravetz in loving of Fanny
Kravetz
YAHRZEIT FUND
Ben Goldberg in loving memory
of Nathan Goldberg
Ben Goldberg in loving memory
of David Goldberg

Denise & Bob Mako in loving
memory of Augusta Resnick
Rochelle Rosenberg in loving
memory of Elanor Yellin

Helene Wechsler in loving
memory of Harold Wechsler

ONEG FUND

Helene Wechsler in loving
memory of Max Leff

CEMETERY FUND

Norman Katz in loving memory
of Mark Katz

CANTORS MUSIC FUND

Rose & Sheldon Fialkoff in
loving memory of Irma Farbman
Rose & Sheldon Fialkoff in
loving memory of Lorraine
Mosca

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY

Phyllis & Arnold Schlisserman in
loving memory of Anne
Maltzman

MERRILL POLLINGER
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Phyllis & Arnold Schlisserman in
loving memory of Ida
Schlisserman
Florence Galloway Markowitz in
loving memory of George
Scheier

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND

Howard & Lois Geschwind in
loving memory of Beverly

HIGH SCHOOL WITHOUT WALLS

Howard & Lois Geschwind in
loving memory of Harry Isaacs
Lynn Kaban in loving memory of
Sheryl Katz
Susan & Al Rutsky in loving
memory of Ellen Flamholtz
Sue & Al Rutsky in loving
memory of Blanche Spitzer
Denise & Bob Mako in loving
memory of Gary Freedman
Elaine Kravetz in loving memory
of Louis Berman
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TZEDAKAH
2020-2021
JCASE
Robert & Deborah Dieckman
Shelly & Dennis Newman
Lois & Howard Geschwind
YEDIDAY

2020 - 2021
CIRCLE OF FRIENDS
Rose & Wayne Friedland
Judy Lefsky
Phyllis & Arnold Schlisserman
SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Rose & Wayne Friedland
Phyllis & Arnold Schlisserman

Shelly & Dennis Newman
Donald Fink & Claire Aschner

REFUAH SHLEIMA

Lois Bernhardt
Bella Blankfield
Brandon Bravo
Elliot Cohen
Marvin Cohen
Jonathan Cohen
Marian Cole
Roslyn Davis
Bob Dieckmann
David Drukaroff
Brooke Ducey
Dov Eisak
Marcia Eisenstein
Richard Eisenstein
Don Fink
Lane Galloway
Marilyn Gilbert
Bonnie Gladstein
Don Goldstein
Jack Gotfried
Bobby Grossman
Barbara Hawkins
Moira Horan
Larry Ingber
Marc Kaban

Stanley Kaplan
Steven Katz
Richard Koch
Laurie Koplin
Jeremy Koven
Judi Lederman
Lauren Leonard
Rose Levine
Logan Maarberg
Truday Maarberg
Ava Nebbia
Carl Nelson
Herbert Parker
Stanley Perlman
Amy Pollinger
Christine Rivera
Gary Rosenberg
Beverly Rosenzweig
Steven Sass
Myrna Sachs
Keith Sacks
Paul Sayah
Matt Schmarak
Stacy Sepinwall
Marilyn Siegel

Linda Silverstein
Donna Strassman
Wallace Strauss
David Tolchin
Manny Topal
Alice Urbanowicz
Alexandra Warren
Cheryl Wasserman
Michelle Watkison
Taylor Wind
David Wishnick
Abby Wolfe
Ronnie Wolfe
Nancy Yaeger
Bob Zambardi
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YAHRZEITS
February 19
February 5
Morris Corenblith
Minnie Flamholtz
Gary Freedman
Col. William Freiman
Benjamin Ginsburg
Louise Giudice
Sheryl Katz
Fanny Kravetz
Dona Townsand
Harold Wechsler
Paul Wolff
Eleanor Yellin
Belle Yudman

Seymour Berger
Beverly Fink
Nancy Francis
Hraold Gimpel
Mark Katz
Tal Levy
Anne Maltzman
Lorraine Mosca
Augusta Resnick
George Scheier
Simon Share
Irving Wallace

February 26

February 12
Louis Berman
Max Blankfield
Susie Dymant
Herbert Elbaum
Irma Farbman
Carl Hedstrom
Wendy Levine
Abe Sachs
Lillie Sachs
Debi Trachtenberg

Clara Cohen
Barry Eisenstein
Ellen Flamholtz
Mae Haber
Harry Isaacs
Max Leff
Harris Perdeck
Donald Platnick
Bernard Silverman
Blanche Spitzer
Dora Wiener

When observing a Yahrzeit, please check the Kaddish list to be sure your loved one’s name is included. If omitted, please
inform Rabbi Gold so he can add it to the list. The Kaddish list is displayed on the Yahrzeit Wall.
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MEMORIALS
Beth Olam Cemetery
Located at 1235 Highway 70 in Lakewood
A perpetual care memorial park with
ground level grave markers only.

The Rabbi, Officers and Members
of the Congregation extend their
heartfelt sympathy to,

For information and availability, contact:
Art Pedowitz – (732)657-6252 or
Temple Office – (732)363-2800
* * * * * * * * * *

Toms River Jewish Cemetery
West Whitty Road, Toms River
Section One reserved for Jewish decedents,
with traditional upright grave markers.
Section Two reserved for non-Jewish
decedents, with ground level grave markers
only.
Section Three reserved for Jewish decedents,
with ground level grave markers only.
For information and availability, contact:
Temple Office – (732)363-2800

When Tragedy Strikes
Tragedy often comes suddenly and
unannounced, therefore, it is wise to plan for
the eventuality when death touches us. We
want to be there for you, and accordingly, we
have prepared this emergency guideline,
which we hope you will save:
1.
2.
3.

If a loved one becomes seriously ill
and is taken to the hospital, please
call Rabbi Gold at his temple office.
If the situation is grave, do not
hesitate to call Rabbi Gold at his
home: (848)222-4912.
If the Rabbi is unavailable, we do
have contingency plans. Please call a
Temple Officer or Committee
Chairperson listed below:

Melanie Giudice .....................(732)688-6945
Mike Krasner ..................... (732)604-0899
Cemetery Committee:
Art Pedowitz .........................(732)657-6252

Memorializing Our
Loved Ones
Temple has different ways for you to keep
alive the memory of your loved ones.
STONE “HONOR WALL”
Large Tile.........................$10,000
Medium Tile..........................5000
Small Tile.............................2500
BRASS PLAQUES
Large Plaque.......................$1250
Sanctuary Seat ......................500
Honorial/Memorial ....................250
BRONZE YAHRZEIT PLAQUES.....$250
PATIO PAVER .............................150
TREE OF LIFE LEAF......................125
EXTERIOR TREE MEMORIALS.......500

Please contact the
Temple Office:
(732) 363-2800 or
office@bethamshalom.org
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Trees in Israel
MAKING
DONATION
Beth Am Shalom
is nowA selling
treesIS
inEASY
Israel through the
National
In an effort to make it easier for you to helpJewish
make the
office runFund.
more efficiently, we request that the form below
be used when making a donation. Please fill it out and mail or drop it off at Temple, along with your
check.
you forbirthdays,
your cooperation.
Do you have a simcha
suchThank
as births,
engagements, weddings,
(Thebar/bat
minimummitzvahs
donation for
an
acknowledgement
card wish
to be to
sent
is $10.00)
or anniversaries that you
honor,
Funds
to which
donations
can to
be memorialize?
made are:
and/or
a death
that
you want
Rabbi Stanley & Myra Yedwab Adult Academy of Judaism, Merrill Pollinger Scholarship Fund,
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund, Cantor’s
Discretionary/Music
Fund, Building Fund, General Fund,
The cost
is $18.00 per tree.
Oneg Shabbat, Religious School, Cemetery Beautification Fund, Honorial/Memorial, Yahrzeit,
Jr. or Sr. Youth Group, Prayer Book*

You can purchase individual trees, a ring of trees (3),
a circle of trees (5), or an orchard of trees (10).

*Please note: while lesser donations are welcome, the cost of a Prayer Book is now $35.00 & large print is $45.00

Please accept the following donation(s) to the fund indicated below:

Please contact Fran Gimpel , 732-657-7120

From:______________________________

Address:____________________________

and give her the name of the honoree or decedent, and the name and address
Please send acknowledgment cardwhere
to:
Please
send acknowledgment card to:
to send the
acknowledgement.
(Donations to this program will be listed on the Tzedakh Page)

MAKING A DONATION IS EASY
In an effort to make it easier for you to help make the office run more efficiently, we request that the form below

be used when making a donation. Please fill it out and mail or drop it off at Temple, along with your
check. Thank you for your cooperation.
(The minimum donation for an acknowledgement card to be sent is $10.00)
Funds to which donations can be made are:
Rabbi Stanley & Myra Yedwab Adult Academy of Judaism, Merrill Pollinger Scholarship Fund,
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund, Cantor’s Discretionary/Music Fund, Building Fund, General Fund,
Oneg Shabbat, Religious School, Cemetery Beautification Fund, Honorial/Memorial, Yahrzeit,
Jr. or Sr. Youth Group, Prayer Book*
*Please note: while lesser donations are welcome, the cost of a Prayer Book is now $35.00 & large print is $45.00

Please accept the following donation(s) to the fund indicated below:
From:______________________________

Address:____________________________

Please send acknowledgment card to:

Please send acknowledgment card to:

____________________________________

______________________________________

____________________________________

______________________________________

In memory of/in honor of/on the occasion of:

In memory of/in honor of/on the occasion of:

________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________

__________________________________

Fund: _____________________

$______

Fund: __________________

$_______
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MAKING A DONATION IS EASY
In an effort to make it easier for you to help make the office run more efficiently, we request that the form

below be used when making a donation. Please fill it out and mail or drop it off at Temple, along with
your check. Thank you for your cooperation.
(The minimum donation for an acknowledgement card to be sent is $10.00)
Funds to which donations can be made are:
Rabbi Stanley & Myra Yedwab Adult Academy of Judaism, Merrill Pollinger Scholarship Fund,
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund, Cantor’s Discretionary/Music Fund, Building Fund, General Fund,
Oneg Shabbat, Religious School, Cemetery Beautification Fund, Honorial/Memorial, Yahrzeit,
Jr. or Sr. Youth Group, Prayer Book*
*Please note: while lesser donations are welcome, the cost of a Prayer Book is now $35.00 & large print is $45.00

Please accept the following donation(s) to the fund indicated below:
From:______________________________
Please send acknowledgment card to:

Address:____________________________
Please send acknowledgment card to:

Begin the New Year season . . . Prepare ourselves spiritually

It was an honor to read a statement from Rabbi Gold, who passed on the
condolences of our congregation. Those responsible for the vigil expressed their

It was an honor to read a statement from Rabbi Gold, who passed on the
In memory
of/in honorfor
of/on
occasion
of:
Those
responsible
thethevigil
expres

In memory
of/in honorof
of/on
occasion of:
condolences
ourthecongregation.
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Haikus For Jews
David M. Bader
“ Mordechai was wise
The Jews he did not let die
Nachas for his mom”

BETH AM SHALOM
1235 Highway 70
Lakewood, NJ 08701

Religious School Calendar

BETH AM SHALOM
MONTH
1235 Highway 70
Lakewood, NJ 08701
Ph: 732-363-2800
Fax: 732-363-7823
Rabbi Stephen D. Gold
Cantor Arlyne Unger

September

Pamela Ligorski, Financial VP
David Lederman, Treasurer

November

Fri, 6th:7:00 Family Service
Tues.,10th Kristallnacht Program

December

Fri.,4th :7:00 Family Service, Grades
Tues.,8th Class Parties
Sun.,13thHanukkah Fair

January

Fri.,8th : Family Service

February

Fri.5th :7:00 Family Service
Thurs. 25th :7:00. Purim Service & Shpiel

March

Fri.5th ,:7:00 Family Service
Tue. 23rd: Model Seder

April

Fri. 2nd:7:00 Family Service
Sun. 27th Last Tue. Of Rel. School

Nancy Schmarak, Secretary
Randi Bell, Facebook

Check out our Website &
Facebook Page:
www.bethamshalom.org
https://www.facebook.com/
BethAmShalomLakewood

Fri., 4th: 7:00 Family Service
!st Sun. Session: 13tht, Grades K-6
10:00 Mandatory Parents’ Meeting
1st Tue. Session: 15th, Grades 3-9
Fri.,2nd: 7:00Sukkot/ Family Service
Tues., 6th Sukkah Celebrations
Sat. 10th:10:0Shemini Atzeret/Simchat Torah
Sun. 18th : 3rd Grade Book Ceremony

Melanie Giudice,President
Michael Krasner, Vice President

SPECIAL EVENTS

October

Rabbi Stanley Yedwab, Rabbi Emeritus
Yvette Atkins, Vice Pesident

CLOSED

May

Sun. 2nd: Last Sunday of Rel. School/BBQ

Last Sessions: Tuesday: April 27
Sunday: May 2
* Grades K-3 will be participating in all family services. Although attendance
is not mandatory, it is a learning experience, enjoyable for the children, and
an honor to be called up to the Bima. Please help your children to have this
wonderful experience as often as possible.

Beth Am Shalom: Reform Jewish Congregation, Est. July 2007 by the merger of Temple Beth Am and Temple Beth Shalom.
Member of the Jewish Federation of Ocean County and Union for Reform Judaism.
The Shofar is a monthly periodical. Annual Subscription cost for mailing is $36.
Issue Date: Feb. 2021, Volume 14, Issue Number 8

